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A modern Day motorized Dhow derivative, sometimes called a Pinisi. 

There can be nothing more serene than to sight the lazy sails of a Dhow or Pinisi flapping on the horizon, 

continually seeking the wind, as it slowly forges its way across the Java Sea from Surabaya or Semarang 

bound for Makassar or Bali. Although now mostly fitted with auxiliary engines these historical sailing 

craft still use the wind for the bulk of their sea passage. These craft ooze charm and are very practical as 

they encompass a wide spectrum of sailing vessels from coastal fishing boats to ocean going cargo 

carriers and passenger ferries. They bear a very close resemblance to Arab Dhows that trade around the 

Middle East, East Coast of Africa and across the Indian Ocean. A sight which I am sure fellow mariners of 

my vintage well recall. 

The Pinisi, has its origins in Indonesia. Being mainly built in Makassar located in the Sulawesi Group of 

Islands in the eastern provinces of Indonesia and is still used widely mostly for inter-island 

transportation, cargo or fishing purposes within the Indonesian archipelago. 

The fist Pinisi ships are said to have been derived from the Dutch “Pinas” introduced into Indonesia 

around the 1600s Originally these would likely have been fitted with lateen or other similar types of sail 



because the modern schooner rig was not widely used before the 19th century. As with other sailing ship 

types,  many have been fitted with marine motors which has caused a slight change in the appearance 

of these ships, because up until the 1970s most of these craft were totally reliant on wind power. 

Modern Pinisi tend to have shortened masts, or if not needed for use as deck cranes, then they have 

been removed altogether, whilst the aft superstructure on deck has been extended in size to 

accommodate more crew and passengers. Nevertheless, the Pinisi ranging in size between 100 – 500 

tons dwt is still a regular sight around the Indonesian archipelago and frequently undertake oceangoing 

voyages of considerable duration as they are known for their excellent sea handling and sailing qualities, 

hence it is still possible to see these traditional ships sailing across open Ocean to catch fish or transport 

cargo. They remained active in the Java Sea Timber Trade well into the 1990s. I remember seeing 

convoys of these beautiful craft sailing across the Java Sea (Laut Java) during the 1990s and making a 

note in my Night Order Book alerting my duty Mates, especially since many did not display the brightest 

of navigation lights. The traditional home for building these vessels remains South Sulawesi (Makassar 

area). 

 

                                                                                  A Pinisi under full sail 

Nowadays, although still used for sea trade, many Pinisi are engaged in the Tourist industry and offer 

voyages to adventurous tourists around the Indonesian Islands. This is now becoming a very popular 

holiday venue, especially with those interested in scuba diving holidays. 



 

                                    Lined up Pinisi at a wharf in Surabaya, in the process of loading cargo. 

The traditional Trade Routes across the Laut Java from Surabaya and Semarang were mainly into the 

“Coral Triangle”, bordered by Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. In the 1600-1700s this was the 

center of the Islamic world in South East Asia and became the crossroads of trade between the Java, 

Bali, Flores and Banda Seas. Trade was mainly confined to Spices, Tobacco, grains, groceries and 

assorted foodstuffs from the more industrialized Java region to the more remote parts of the Indonesian 

Archipelago then usually returning to Java with cargoes of Timber from Kalimantan. The trade was 

controlled mainly by Sea Gypsies and Island Tramps, but also some ethnic Chinese Indonesian groups.  

“Sea Gypsies” were semi-nomadic Austronesian boat peoples who originated in the Mergui Archipelago 

located in the Andaman Sea, which consisted of a group of some 800 islands. The other main group was 

the “Bajo” of eastern Indonesia which derived from the Sama-Bajau, who were widely scattered 

throughout and indigenous to Southeast Asia. 

The Sama-Bajau were arguably the most prolific and widely dispersed group throughout Southeast Asia. 

These peoples became interspersed throughout an area stretching from Eastern Palawan, coastal 

Mindanao,  throughout the Sulu Archipelago of the Philippines to the Northern and Eastern Kalimantan, 

southwards through the Straits of Makassar to Sulawesi and generally widely scattered throughout 

Eastern Indonesia. In short they became known as the “Sea Gypsies”. For those living in regions of 

Mergui Peninsula, between May and October when the Southwest Monsoon was blowing, with strong 

winds and heavy seas, they traditionally built stilted shacks above the water, on the sheltered side of 

their islands. In fact there are still many such “Stilted Villages” that can be seen even nowadays, 

dispersed widely across their traditional homelands of Burma, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines and 

Indonesia. 



 

The Traditional method of building a Penisi in Makassar. In Singapore they are known simply as  

“Makassar Traders” 

These craft usually engage a crew of 7-8 men, who act as both deck hands and stevedores for the cargo. 

Generally, other than the Captain, they all sleep on the deck in a large multi-purpose cabin. The original 

method of steering was by using double quarter rudders but this may have been modified if fitted with a 

marine diesel engine. With the right sea and wind conditions they can reach a speed of 9-10 knots when 

under sail.  

Because of their speed and excellent handling characteristics they were the choice vessel of Pirates that 

infested the region in times long past. Nowadays, Pirates use fast, high powered craft which are 

equipped with all the most modern navigation aids and communication equipment. Unfortunately, they 

remain a dangerous menace especially in the Celebes Sea and Mindanao - Zamboanga areas. Right the 

way down to the notorious Jolo Island, Sandakan and Tawau on the East coast of Sabah. In fact I have 

personally seen the Pirate’s dwellings on Jolo Island as I sailed past – Stilted Shacks on the beach or over 

shallow water. Reminiscent of their ancestral “Sea Gypsies” homes, except they are all equipped with 

tall radio antennas (I wonder why?).  

I sadly miss those warm, calm, balmy days and evenings when transiting the Java Sea, deep in thought 

sitting out on deck with the quiet hissing of the sea flowing down the ship’s side as we forge ahead, the 

heavens above, the masses of stars and planets in crystal clear skies, looking so close that one was 

tempted to reach out to capture them. Of course, not forgetting the GT, close to hand. 
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